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7 to 8 a.m. / 000  Place TBA

Cultural and Critical Studies Division

Business Session  
Executive Committee Meeting

Moderating/Presiding  
Madeleine Esch, Salve Regina

7 to 8 a.m. / 000  Place TBA

History Division

Business Session  
Executive Committee Meeting

Moderating/Presiding  
Michael S. Sweeney, Ohio

7 to 8 a.m. / 000  Place TBA

Mass Communication and Society Division

Business Session  
Mass Communication and Society Journal Editorial Board Meeting

Moderating/Presiding  
Fuyuan Shen, Pennsylvania State

7 to 8 a.m. / 000  Place TBA

Newspaper and Online News Division

Business Session  
Executive Committee Meeting

Moderating/Presiding  
Jan Lauren Boyles, Iowa State

7 to 8 a.m. / 000  Place TBA

Public Relations Division

Business Session
Friday, August 11, 2017

Outgoing and Incoming Executive Committee Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
Emily Kinsky, Texas A&M and Richard D. Waters, San Francisco

This meeting is for incoming and outgoing Public Relations Division committee members. Members interested in serving in the Division are invited to attend.

7 to 8 a.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication

Business Session
Divisional Editors Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
Sandra Utt, Memphis

7 to 9:45 a.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Elected Standing Committee on Publications

Business Session
Publications Committee Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
Julie Andsager, Tennessee

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000 Place TBA

Advertising Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
Who Am I? Examining How Identity, Self-Schemas and Self-Brand Congruity Are Manifested in Advertising Content and Effects

Moderating/Presiding
Matthew VanDyke, Appalachian State

Veiled Hyper-Sexualization: How the Women’s Tennis Association Deciphers Collective Identity through Advertising
Travis Bell and Janelle Applequist, South Florida

Effects of Multicultural Advertising Strategies on Consumer Attitudes and Purchase Intentions
Carolyn Lin, Connecticut and Linda Dam, California State, Dominguez Hills
College Students’ Processing of Non-Celebrity Male Athletic Spokespersons in Health PSAs: The Mediational Role of Status
Adrienne Muldrow and Yoon-Joo Lee, Washington State
The Effect of Celebrity Athlete Endorser Identification on Brand Attitude in TV Advertising
Joongsuk Lee, Alabama
The Influence of Self-Brand Congruity and Ad Position on Emotional Responses to Online Video Ads
Todd Holmes, State University of New York at New Paltz

Discussant
John Wirtz, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000
Place TBA

Communication Technology Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
The Mobile Movement

Moderating/Presiding
Amanda Sturgill, Elon

Mobile Moves: Engagement, Emotion and Attention to Social Media Images on Mobile and Desktop Screens
Kate Keib, Oglethorpe; Bartosz Wojdynski, Camila Espina, Jennifer Malson, Brittany Jefferson and Yen-I Lee, Georgia
Lifestyles, Mobile Viewing Habits, Contextual Factors, and TV Content Interest as Predictors of the Intention to Adopt Mobile TV
Louis Leung and Cheng Chen, Chinese University of Hong Kong

Discussant
Mike Hornig, Virginia Tech

Self-tracking with Cell Phones: Exploring the Effects of Self-monitoring and Perceived Control in mHealth Applications
Saraswathi Bellur and Christina Devoss, Connecticut
The Role of Self-Efficacy and Motivation in mHealth App Adoption: The “Food Friend” Case Study
Alexandra Merceron and David Atkin, Connecticut

Discussant
S. Shyam Sundar, Pennsylvania State

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000
Place TBA

Communication Theory and Methodology Division

High Density Refereed Paper Research Session
Friday, August 11, 2017

In the News

Moderating/Presiding

Trevor Diehl, University of Vienna

Political Economy, Business Journalism and Agency: An Examination
Rob Wells, Arkansas
Bridging the Divide Between Reason and Sentiment: Exploring
the Potentials of Emotionality in Journalism
Sheng Zou, Stanford
The Study of Semantic Networks and Health News Coverage:
Focusing on Obesity Issues
Sunghak Kim, Wisconsin-Madison
Unsupervised Analyses of Dynamic Frames: Combining Semantic Network
Analysis, Hierarchical Clustering and Multidimensional Scaling
Joon-mo Park, Seoul National University

Discussant:

Brendan Watson, Michigan State

An Analysis of Process-Outcome Framing in Intertemporal Choice
Ken Kim, Xavier
Who is Responsible? The Impact of Emotional Personalization
on Explaining the Origins of Social Problems
Minchul Kim, Brent Hale, Maria Elizabeth Grabe,
and Ozen Bas, Indiana
Credibility and Persuasiveness of News Reports Featuring
Vox Pops and the Role of Populist Attitudes
Christina Peter, University of Munich
In the Eye of the Beholder: How News Media Exposure and Audience
Schema Affect the Image of the U.S. Among the Chinese Public
Timothy Fung, Hong Kong Baptist University
Wenjie Yan, Washington State,
and Heather Akin, Pennsylvania

Discussant

Stephanie Edgerly, Northwestern

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000 Place TBA

International Communication and Electronic News Divisions

Research Panel Session

Going “Instantly Live”: Global and Domestic Impacts of Facebook Live, Broadband Access,
and Digital Transformations

Moderating/Presiding

Aaron Chimbel, Texas Christian

Panelists

The Deadline of Always: Newspaper Journalists and The Chronological Demands
Friday, August 11, 2017

of Social Media
  Mary Angela Bock, Texas at Austin
Live, Legal and Ethical
  Deb Wenger, Mississippi
Digital Access Impact, Newsroom Practices, and Audience Engagement with Public Affairs
  Folu Ogundimu, Michigan State
Changing Reporting Practices and Standards in African Journalism
  Titilayo Osuagwu, University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria
Social Media Interface with Journalism: The Ethics of International Practices
  Mohammed El-Nawawi, University of Qatar
State Censorship Practices and Responses to Growing Digital Journalism in Africa
  Chris W. Ogbondah, Northern Iowa

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000   Place TBA

Media Management, Economics and Entrepreneurship Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
  Content Marketing and Media Branding

Moderating/Presiding
  Cindy J. Price Schultz, Wyoming

Do Similar Brands “Like” Each Other? An Investigation of Homophily Among Brands’ Social Networks on Facebook
  Mohammad Abuljadail, Bowling Green State
and Gi Woong Yun, Nevada, Reno
Content Marketing Strategy on Branded YouTube Channels
  Rang Wang and Sylvia Chan-Olmsted, Florida
High Brand Loyalty Video Game Play and Achieving Relationships with Virtual Worlds and Its Elements through Presence
  Anthony Palomba, City University of New York, La Guardia

Discussant
  George Sylvie, Texas at Austin

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000   Place TBA

Newspaper and Online News and Scholastic Journalism Divisions

Teaching Panel Session
  Breakfast of Editing Champions: How You Can Retool Your Editing Courses to Meet Real-World Needs

Moderating/Presiding
  Kirstie Hettinga, California Lutheran

Panelists
  Sue Burzynski Bullard, Nebraska-Lincoln
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Lisa McLendon, Kansas

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000  Place TBA

Public Relations Division

Business Session

Members’ Meeting

Moderating/Presiding

Emily Kinsky, West Texas A&M and Richard D. Waters, San Francisco

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000  Place TBA

Visual Communication and Cultural and Critical Studies Divisions

PF&R Panel Session

Visualizing the Invisible: Exploring Obscured Power, Practices, and Data

Moderating/Presiding

Nicole Dahmen, Oregon

Panelists

Mary Bock, Texas at Austin
xtine burrough, Texas at Dallas
Julian Kilker, Nevada, Las Vegas
Erik Palmer, Southern Oregon

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000  Place TBA

Community College Journalism Association

Teaching Panel Session

10 Ways to Integrate Social Media in Your Courses and Your Student Newsrooms

Moderating/Presiding

Toni Albertson, Mt. San Antonio College

Panelists

Amanda Sturgill, Elon
Jenn Mackay, Virginia Tech
Michelle Dowd, Chaffey
Amanda Bright, Eastern Illinois

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000  Place TBA
Friday, August 11, 2017

**Community Journalism and Participatory Journalism Interest Groups**

Research Panel Session

*Defining Community and Participatory Journalism in the Social Media Era*

Moderating/Presiding

**Marcus Funk**, Sam Houston State

Panelists

- **Leslie-Jean Thornton**, Arizona State
- **Avery Holton**, Utah
- **Mark Poepsel**, Southern Illinois
- **Bill Reader**, Ohio

---

**Political Communication Interest Group** and **Minorities and Communication Division**

**Scholar-to-Scholar Refereed Paper Research Session**

**Political Communication Interest Group**

**Topic — Social Media and Political and Civic Participation**

1. Raising Political APPtitude: Examining the Influence of Mobile Platforms on Offline, Online and Social Media Participation
   - **Heloisa Aruth Sturm**, Ori Tenenboim,
   - **Danielle Kilgo** and **Thomas Johnson**, Texas at Austin
2. Does Social Media Matter?: How Perceptions of Political Participation on Social Media Can Facilitate Political Expression and Foster Offline Political Participation
   - **Nojin Kwak**, Daniel Lane, Brian Weeks,
   - **Dam Hee Kim**, Slgi Lee and **Sarah Bachleda**, Michigan
3. Connecting with Hyperlocal News Website: Cause or Effect of Civic Participation?
   - **Wenlin Liu**, Houston; **Nien-Tsu Nancy Chen**, California State, Channel Islands;
   - **Sandra Ball-Rokeach**, Southern California and **Seungahn Nah**, Kentucky
4. Towards Engaged Citizens: Influences of Second Screening on College Students’ Political Knowledge and Participation
   - **Yiben Liu** and **Bumsoo Kim**, Alabama
   - and **Yonghwan Kim**, Dongguk University
5. Confident, Committed, or Cooperative: Participation in User-Generated Content, Digital Badges, and Youth Engagement
   - **Melissa R Gotlieb**, Melanie Sarge, Sadia Cheema,
   - and **Lynn Jessica Foumena Agnoun**, Texas Tech

**Discussant**

**Tim Macafee**, Concordia

**Topic — New Forms of Political News Exposure**

6. Ethnic Network Diversity and Familiarity and Engagement with Race-related News on Facebook
   - **Donghee Yvette Wohn**, New Jersey Institute of Technology
   - **SJ Min**, Pace University; **Brian J. Bowe**, Western Washington

---

*2017 AEJMC Conference Program Copy*
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and Sona Patel, New Jersey Institute of Technology

7. Interest in Foreign Policy and Foreign News during Presidential Elections
   Raluca Cozma, Kansas State

8. Self-Reported vs. Digitally Recorded: Partisanship and Ideology in Facebook Networks
   Katherine Haenschen, Princeton

9. The Effect of Political Information Reception and Participation through Social Network Sites on Political Values and Offline Political Participation
   Yingying Ma, Hong Kong Baptist University

10. Selective Exposure and the Hostile Media Effect Among Post-Millennials
    Mitchell T. Bard, Iona and D. Jasun Carr, Idaho State

Discussant
   Michael Wagner, Wisconsin-Madison

Topic — Political Entertainment and Engagement

11. Impacts of Television Humor on Viewers’ Engagement, Attitudes, and Memory
    Nafida Banu and Glenn Leshner, Oklahoma

12. Liking on Facebook Might Be More Important Than We Think: Social Endorsement, Credibility Perceptions of Campaign Information, and Engagement
    Porismita Borah and Meredith Wang, Washington State

13. Effect of Jon Stewart’s Daily Show Media Critiques on Declining Public Trust in News Media
    Edo Steinberg and Julia Fox, Indiana

14. Explaining the Diversity Deficit: The Motivation, Opportunity and Ability Model
    Dam Hee Kim, Michigan

15. Liking the (Funny) Messenger: The Influence of News Parody Exposure, Perceived Humor, and Predispositions on Media Trust
    Jason Peifer, Indiana Bloomington

Discussant
   Kristen Landreville, Wyoming

Topic — Public Opinion and Emotion

16. What Makes a President? The Role of Gender, Emotion, Ideology, and Sexism in Predicting Candidate Evaluations
    Rebecca Donaway, Myiah Hutchens and Colin Storm, Washington State

17. Is Bad News Biased? How Poll Reporting Affects Perceptions of Media Bias and Presumed Behavior
    Mallory Perryman, Jordan Foley and Michael Wagner, Wisconsin-Madison

18. An Emergent Public: Journalistic Representation of Social Media as Public Opinion
    Shannon McGregor, Texas; Daniel Kreiss, and Shannon Zenner, North Carolina at Chapel Hill

19. Anger, Cynicism, but Trust in Democracy in Swing-state Presidential Primaries
    Jennifer Harker and Daniel Riffe, North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and Martin Kifer, Highpoint

20. Beneficial News or Harmful News? The Influence of Perceived Negative and Positive Effects of Election Polling News
    Hyunjung Kim, Keimyung University

Discussant
   Mitchell Bard, Iona
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**Topic — **International Political Communication

**Suruchi Mazumdar,** OP Jindal Global University

22. Political Communication and Public Distrust in Northern Ireland: Distrust Trickles Down in a Post-Conflict Society  
**Charis Rice,** Coventry University  
and **Maureen Taylor,** Tennesse, Knoxville

23. When the Regime Meets the Social Forces How Propaganda Moderates the Influence of Independent Opinion Leaders on Social Media in China  
**Li Shao** and **Fangfei Wang,** Syracuse  
and **He Huang,** Renmin University of China

24. How to Respond to Right-Wing Populism? Investigating the Effects of Three Government Response Strategies on Anti-Immigrant and Anti-Government Attitudes*  
**Raffael Heiss,** University of Vienna

25. Anti-Europe, Anti-immigrant and Anti-party: UKIP Issue Ownership and the Road to Brexit  
**Ceri Hughes,** Wisconsin-Madison

* Second Place Student Paper

**Discussant**  
**Azmat Rasul,** Florida State

**Topic —** Measuring Political Attitudes and Behavior

26. A Methodology to Measure the Use (and Misuse) of Reframed News-mediated Content in Presidential Campaign Commercials  
**Chris Roberts** and **Stan Diel,** Alabama

27. Partisan Strength and Social Media Use Among Voters During the 2016 Hong Kong Legislative Council Election: Examining the Roles of Ambivalence and Disagreement  
**Michael Chan,** Chinese University of Hong Kong

28. The Fight for the Voter’s Favor: The Adoption of Innovative Political Behavioral Targeting Techniques  
**Tom Dobber,** University of Amsterdam

29. Fake News Is Not the Real Problem  
**Jacob Nelson,** Northwestern

30. Media Exposure, Nationalism and Policy Evaluation on South China Sea News: Examining the Mediation Role of Third-Person Effect and Online Participation  
**Xueqing Li** and **Lei Guo,** Chinese University of Hong Kong

* Second Place Student Paper

**Discussant**  
**Brendan Watson,** Michigan State

**Topic —** Candidate Image and News Framing

**Abdulsamad Sahly,** Arizona State

32. Did the Media Get Her Charisma Wrong? A Systematic Examination of Hillary Clinton’s Charisma During the 2016 Elections  
**Ben Wasike,** Texas Rio Grande Valley

33. Behavior Notwithstanding: Person Perception and News Photographs
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of the 2016 Presidential Election

Nicole Dahmen, Oregon

34. “Not Proud of It”: Candidate Arguments and Newspaper Coverage of the Second 2016 Presidential Debate

Andrew Wirzburger, Syracuse


Mia Moody-Ramirez and Mayra Monroy, Baylor

Discussant

Juliana Fernandes, Miami

Topic — Selective Exposure and the 2016 Election

36. Incidental News Exposure on Social Media, Information Seeking, and Political Participation in the 2016 Presidential Election

Masahiro Yamamoto and Alyssa Morey, Albany-SUNY

37. The Power of Anger: Emotional Triggers for Information Seeking and Sharing After the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election

Jennifer Hoewe and Scott Parrott, Alabama

38. Think the Vote: The Influence Selective Approach and Avoidance to Social Media and Cognitive Measures on Support for Trump and Clinton

Thomas Johnson, Texas at Austin

and Barbara Kaye, Tennessee


Hongwei “Chris” Yang, Newly Paul

and Jean DeHart, Appalachian State


Jay Hmielowski, Washington State;

Michael Beam, Kent State,

and Myiah Hutchens, Washington State

Discussant

Leticia Bode, Georgetown

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000 Place TBA

Sports Communication and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender & Queer Interest Groups

Research Panel Session

Much More Than the Toy Department: The Role of Sports Media in Shaping the Discussion about Major Issues in Society

Moderating/Presiding

Jan Boehmer, Pennsylvania State

Panelists

Andy Billings, Alabama

Joseph Michael Cabosky, North Carolina-Chapel Hill

John Affleck, Penn State

Kevin Blackistone, National sports columnist, The Washington Post and ESPN, Maryland

Nancy Armour, national sports writer, USA Today
Friday, August 11, 2017

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication

Research Roundtable Session

AEJMC 2017 Senior and Emerging Scholars

Moderating/Presiding

Kimberly Bissell, Alabama

2017 Senior Scholar Projects:

Friending Facebook and Trusting Twitter: News Agendamelding in India’s Networked Public Sphere

Deb Aikat, North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Cognitive and Emotional Processing of the Enhanced State of the Union

Glenn Cummins and Trent Seltzer, Texas Tech

2017 Emerging Scholar Projects:

News Proximity and Social Media Framing of Terrorism: A Computational Approach toward Large-Scale Framing Research

K. Hazel Kwon and Monica Chadha, Arizona State

Feeling Right about the News: A Motivated Information Processing Examination of the Effects of News Headline Framing on Selective Exposure and Elaboration

Yu-Hao Lee, Florida

Tales of Conflict: Political Transportation and Political Polarization

Bryan McLaughlin, Texas Tech

Virtual Reality Journalism: Emotions and News Credibility

Ivanka Pjesivac and Sun Joo (Grace) Ahn, Georgia

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication

Business Session

Journalism and Communication Monographs Editorial Meeting

Moderating/Presiding:

Linda Steiner, J&CM editor, Maryland

8:15 to 9:45 a.m. / 000 Place TBA

University of Texas at Austin

Breakfast Session

UT School of Journalism Alumni Breakfast
Friday, August 11, 2017

Hosting

R.B. Brenner, Texas at Austin

All alumni of Texas at Austin are invited.

9:30 am to 2 pm / 140

Urban Communication Foundation

Off-Site Tour

Chicago Architectural Boat Tour

Hosting:

Peter Haratonik, Urban Communication Foundation

The Chicago Architectural Foundation River Cruise is one of the great attractions of Chicago. This 90-minute tour traces the history of this great city through an interpretive tour of almost fifty of its greatest landmarks. Pre-registration was required to get a ticket.

Meet in Marriott lobby at 9:30 a.m. to walk to boat. The tour departs from the southeast corner of the Michigan Ave. Bridge promptly at 10 a.m.

9:45 am to 11 am / 000

Mass Communication and Society Division

Off-site Tour

Chicago Tribune Tour

A small group of MC&S members will tour the Chicago Tribune, which is located in the Tribune Tower two blocks South of our conference hotel. On this tour, you will be able to attend the daily budget meeting for the Tribune, and you will also get the chance to meet journalists such as Public Editor Margaret Holt. Space is limited to 10 members. Therefore, we are taking reservations first-come, first-serve. Please email msparrott@ua.edu to reserve a spot. You must be outside the Tribune building at 9:45 a.m. in order to attend the meeting.

10 a.m. to 12 p.m. / 000

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication

Business Session

Membership Town Hall

Moderating/Presiding

Paul Voakes, Colorado, AEJMC President 2016-17

Award Presentations:
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AEJMC Awards
Hillier Kriehbaum Under-40 Award
Recipient: [name], affiliation
Dorothy Bowles Public Service Award
Recipient: Sandra Utt, Memphis
AEJMC-Knudson Latin America Prize
Recipient: Media Movement: Civil Society and Media Policy Reform in Latin America
coa-authored by Maria Soledad Segura, Universidad Nacional de Cordoba
and Silvio Waisbord, George Washington

Research Committee Awards
Paul J. Deutschmann Award for Excellence in JMC Research
Recipient: Steve Reese, Texas at Austin
Eleanor Blum Award for Distinguished Service to JMC Research
Recipient: Esther Thorson, Michigan State
Nafziger-White-Salwen Dissertation Award
Recipient: “Social Diffusion and Hostility: How Social Media Users React to Political Fact-checking Messages”
Jieun Shin, Southern California

Other Awards
Lionel C. Barrow, Jr. Award for Distinguished Achievement in Diversity Research and Education
Recipient: [name], affiliation
News Audience Engagement Research Awards
Recipient: [name], affiliation

Award Announcements:
2017 Gene Burd Urban Journalism Award
Recipient: [name], affiliation
Remarks by: Gary Gumpert, president, Urban Communication Foundation

Installation of 2017-18 AEJMC President
Jennifer Greer, Alabama

11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Public Relations Division

Off-site Luncheon
Annual Bill Adams/Edelman Luncheon

Hosting
Giselle Auger, Rhode Island College

Pre-registration for the luncheon is required because of limited seating.

11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. / 000 Place TBA
Magazine Media Division

Off-site Luncheon

**Bolstering Research in the Magazine Media Division**

Join your colleagues as we brainstorm ways to increase the quantity of research our Division sponsors and creates, share stories of successful partnerships, and provide time for potential research partners to find one another. You must register and pay in advance. Located at the Women’s Athletic Club (WAC), 626 N. Michigan Ave. (one block from the conference hotel). Contact Sharon Bloyd-Peshkin at speshkin@colum.edu for information.

11:45 am to 1:30 pm / 000 Place TBA

Small Programs Interest Group

Off-site Luncheon

**Teacher of the Year Luncheon**

Moderating/Presiding

**Liz Atwood**, Hood and Doug **Mendenhall**, Abilene Christian

Teacher of the Year luncheon will be held at Volaré Restaurant, 201 E Grand Ave. (Dutch treat). In walking distance from AEJMC. Pre-registration is required.

12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication

Scholar-to-Scholar Refereed Paper Research Session

**Communicating Science, Health, Environment, and Risk Division**

**Topic — Science and Risk Communication**

1. Attitudes Toward GMOs: The Influence of Media Use, Scientific Literacy, and Attitudes Toward Science
   **Kathryn Cooper** and **Erik Nisbet**, Ohio State and **Matt Nisbet**, Northeastern

2. The Elusive Role of Facts: Science, Politics and Public Debate about Fracking Policy
   **Kylah Hedding**, Iowa

3. Frame, Tone of Video, Message Source, MSV, and Viewers’ Responses: A Content Analysis of Genetically Modified Organism Videos on Youku
   **Yuanfeixue Nan** and **Jiaqi Qin**, Nanjing University

4. Avoiding the Trouble: Exploring Risk Information Avoidance Intentions
   **Mary Beth Deline** and **Lee Ann Kahlor**, Texas

Discussant

**John Besley**, Michigan State

Cultural and Critical Studies Division
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Topic — Race and Representation in a Changing Communication Environment
   Kenneth Campbell and Ernest Wiggins, South Carolina
   and Phillip Jeter, Winston-Salem State
6. “Trust Me, I Am Not a Racist”: Whiteness, Media and Millennials
   Chris Campbell, Southern Mississippi
7. Detecting Black: Urban African American Noir
   Ralph Beliveau, Oklahoma
8. Athleticsm or Racism?: Identity Formation of the (Racialized) Dual-threat Quarterback
   through Football Recruiting Websites
   Travis Bell, South Florida
   Networks from 1994-2014
   Indira Somani and Natalie Hopkinson, Howard

Discussant
   Bob Trumpbour, Pennsylvania State at Altoona

Electronic News Division
Topic — News and Social Media
10. An Examination of WeChat: Predictors of News Use on Closed
    Messaging Platforms
    Zhao Peng, Michigan State
    with Sports News on Social Media
    Alyssa Lobo, Ruochen Jiang and Jie Yu, Syracuse
12. Citizen News Podcasts, Carnivalism, and the Formation a Counter-public
    Sphere in South Korea
    Chang Sup Park, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania

Discussant
   Mitchell Bard, Iona

Topic — Technology and Electronic News
13. Immersive Journalism and Telepresence: How Does Virtual Reality News
    Use Affect News Credibility?
    Seok Kang, Erin O’Brien and Arturo Villarreal, Texas, San Antonio
    and Intentions to Act
    Jennifer Hijazi and David Cuillier, affiliation
15. Melodramatic Animation, Presence, and Sympathy for Crime Victims
    in News: An Experiment with Adolescents in Hong Kong
    Ka Lun Benjamin Cheng, Hong Kong Baptist
    and Wai Han Lo, Hang Seng Management College

Discussant
   Lydia Timmins, Delaware

Community Journalism Interest Group
16. Closing the Gap Between Civic Learning, Research and Community Journalism:
    A Critical Pragmatic Pedagogy
    Bernardo Motta, South Florida St. Petersburg
Graduate Student Interest Group

17. Creating Spaces Revisited: Students Perspectives on International and Multi(inter)cultural Public Relations Education
   Kiaya Young, affiliation
18. First Ladies: Policy Involvement, Public Approval Ratings, and Women in the Workforce
   Nia Mason, Louisiana State
19. How Activism and Ethics Intersect in Public Relations: A Pilot Study
   Minhee Choi, affiliation
20. Perceptions of Advertising with Interracial Couples: The Influence of Race and Attitudes Toward Interracial Dating
   Taylor Young, Oklahoma State
21. Tie Strength and Privacy Concern in Social Context Advertising
   Chuqing Dong and Alexander Pfeuffer, Minnesota

Discussant
   George Pearson, Ohio State

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender & Queer Interest Group

Topic — Health and Conflict in LGBTQ Communities
22. How Narrative Focus of Mediated Homosexual-Heterosexual Intergroup Conflict Affects Prejudice Reduction: A Priming Approach
   Minjie Li, Louisiana State
   Joseph Schwartz, Northeastern and Josh Grimm, Louisiana State

Discussant
   Chris Burnett, California State, Long Beach

Political Communication Interest Group

Topic — Political Learning and Public Opinion
   Hsuan-Ting Chen, Chinese University of Hong Kong
   Jörg Matthes, Johannes Knoll
   and Christian von Sikorski, University of Vienna
26. The Influence of Source-Expected and Unexpected Advocacy on Thoughts and Attitude Change in Dual Frames
   Joe Abisaid, Detroit Mercy and Doug McLeod, Wisconsin-Madison
27. Are Echo Chambers Louder Online? Pre-Election Confirmation Bias in Selective Exposure Online Versus Print
   George Pearson and Silvia Knobloch-Westerwick, Ohio State
28. Social Media and Political Learning: Roles of News Elaboration and News Curation
   Chang Sup Park, Bloomsburg

Discussant
   Thomas J. Johnson, Texas at Austin
Religion and Media Interest Group
29. Interfaith Monologue: A study of UK-based interfaith work on Twitter
   Sofi Hersher, King’s College London
   Vicki Knasel Brown, Missouri

Discussant
   Judith Buddenbaum, Colorado State

Sports Communication Interest Group
31. Collaborative Touchdown with #Kaepernick and #BLM: Sentiment Analysis of Tweets Expressing Colin Kaepernick’s Refusal to Stand During National Anthem and Its Association with #BLM*
   Joseph Yoo, Jordon Brown, and Arnold Chung, Texas at Austin
32. Just How They Drew It Up: How In-house Reporters Fit Themselves into the Sport-media System**
   Michael Mirer, Wisconsin
33. Off the Record: The Popularity, Prevalence, and Accuracy of Unnamed Sources in NBA Trade Coverage
   Sada Reed and Guy Harrison, Arizona State
34. Sometimes It’s What You Don’t Say: College Football Announcers and their Use of In-Game Stereotypes
   Brad Schultz, Mississippi; Mary Sheffer, Southern Mississippi and Nathan Towery, Mississippi
35. Sponsor Advertisement Embedded in Instant Replay Video (AIRV): The Effectiveness of AIRV in Professional Tennis Events
   Jay Kim and Joe Phua, Georgia
36. Sport for Development and Peace: Framing the Global Conversation
   Virginia Harrison and Jan Boehner, Pennsylvania State
37. Twitter and Olympics: Exploring Factors Which Impact Fans Following American Olympic Governing Bodies
   Bo Li, St. Ambrose; Olan Scott, Canberra; Steve Dittmore, Arkansas and Shang Weng, Sussex
38. Two Sides of the Chinese Sports Media Story: Contrasting State-Owned and Commercially-Sponsored Chinese Websites by Nation and Sex of Athlete
   Andrew Billings and Qingru Xu, Alabama and Mingming Xu, Beijing Sport

* Second Place, Student Paper Competition
** Second Place, Faculty Paper Competition

12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / Place TBA

Communication Technology and Communication Theory and Methodology Divisions

Research Panel Session
   Social Media and Voters: Challenges and Opportunities for Political and Civic Engagement

Moderating/Presiding
   Daniela Dimitrova, Iowa State
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Panelists
Porismita Borah, Washington State  
Tom Johnson, Texas  
Sharon Meraz, Illinois, Chicago  
Dhavan Shah, Wisconsin-Madison

12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000  
Place TBA

History Division and AEJMC Council of Affiliates

PF&R Panel Session  
Order in the Court vs. Transparency of the Court: The Clash of Judicial Values and the Journalist’s Mission

Moderating/Presiding  
John C. Watson, American

Panelists
Erin K. Coyle, Louisiana State  
John C. Watson, American  
Cayce Myers, Virginia Tech  
W. Joseph Campbell, American  
Amy J. St. Eve, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Illinois

12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000  
Place TBA

Mass Communication and Society Division

MCS Awards Luncheon

Moderating/Presiding  
Jennifer Kowalewski, Georgia Southern, Nan Yu, Central Florida, and Brian J. Bowe, Western Washington

12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000  
Place TBA

Media Ethics Division

Refereed Paper Research Session  
Ethical Practice Makes Perfect: Expectations of Journalists and Journalism

Moderating/Presiding  
Tom Bivins, Oregon

“I’m More Ethical Than You”: Third-person and First-person Perception  
Among American journalists  
Angela Lee, Texas at Dallas
and Renita Coleman, Texas at Austin
Here’s What BuzzFeed Journalists Think of Their Journalism
Edson Tandoc
and Cassie Yuan Wen Foo, Nanyang Technological University
Playing the Right Way: In-house Sports Reporters and Media Ethics as Boundary Work
Michael Mirer, Wisconsin
Ethical, Moral, and Professional Standards in Journalism Practice: A Baseline Definition of Journalistic Integrity
Kimberly Kelling, Missouri
Spotlight: Virtuous Journalism in Practice*
Yayu Feng, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Discussant
Stephanie Craft, Illinois

* First Place Student Paper

---

12:15 to 1:45 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Media Management, Economics and Entrepreneurship Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
Top Faculty Papers, Professional Challenges in Media Organizations

Moderating/Presiding
Sylvia Chan-Olmsted, Florida

Transformation of the Professional Newsroom Workforce: An Analysis of Newswoman Roles and Skill Sets, 2010-2015*
Allie Kosterich and Matthew Weber, Rutgers
Management of Journalism Transparency: Journalists’ Perceptions of Organizational Leaders’ Management of an Emerging Professional Norm**
Peter Gade, Shugofa Dastgeer, Christina Childs DeWalt, Emmanuel-Lugard Nduka, Seunghyun Kim, Desiree Hill and Kevin Curran, Oklahoma
The Effects of a TV Network Strike on Channel Brand Equity***
Shin-Hye Kwon, Lu Li and Byeng Hee Chang, Sungkyunkwan University
Rapid Organizational Legitimacy: The Case of Mobile News Apps***
Allie Kosterich and Matthew Weber, Rutgers

Discussant
C. Ann Hollifield, Georgia

* First Place Faculty Paper
** Second Place Faculty Paper
*** Third Place Faculty Paper
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12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Visual Communication Division

Off-site Luncheon
 Award Luncheon

Moderating/Presiding
 Matthew J. Haught, Memphis

Susan Mango Curtis, past president of the Society for News Design and an associate professor at Northwestern University, and photojournalists Mike Zajakowski and Jason Wambøgans, 2017 Pulitzer Prize winner, from the Chicago Tribune will speak at the Visual Communication Division annual luncheon. Dine at Lawry’s The Prime Rib steakhouse in the McCormick mansion at 100 East Ontario Street, one block north of the Marriott. Pre-registration required.

12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication

Panel Session
 Social, Political, Economic and Cultural Threats to the U.S. Press

Moderating/Presiding
 Dean Kruckeberg, North Carolina at Charlotte

Panelists
 Friending Facebook and Trusting Twitter: International Insights on the Decline in Citizens’ Trust of Journalists and Threats to Media
 Debashis “Deb” Aikat, North Carolina at Chapel Hill
 Cultural Threats to U.S. Press Freedom in an Era of Globalization
 Dean Kruckeberg, North Carolina at Charlotte
 Political Threats to the Press as an Institution and to a Free and Democratic Society
 Amy Reynolds, Kent State
 Cosmopolitanism, Student Literacy and the Ethics of Restraint
 Wendy Wyatt, St. Thomas

This panel will assess threats to the professional freedom and responsibility of journalists and the press, addressing the resolution of social, political, economic and cultural issues that are deleterious to a free press in a democratic society.

12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication

Business Session
 Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly Editorial Luncheon

Moderating/Presiding
12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association of Schools of Journalism and Mass Communication

Panel Session
Faculty/Administrator Salary Survey Results

Moderating/Presiding
R. Glenn Cummins, Texas Tech, principal investigator

Panelists
Melissa R. Gotlieb, Texas Tech
Bryan McLaughlin, Texas Tech

The session will report findings from a Winter/Spring 2017 survey of faculty and administrator salaries. It will include information on teaching areas, faculty rank and recent salary increases.

12:15 to 1:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Northwestern University in Qatar

Panel Session
Five Years of Media Use & Public Opinion in the Arab Region: Findings and Reflections from a Multinational Longitudinal Survey

Moderating/Presiding
Everette E. Dennis, Dean and CEO, Northwestern University in Qatar

Panelists
Dima Khatib, AJ+
Justin D. Martin, Northwestern University in Qatar
James Webster, Northwestern University
Klaus Schoenbach, Northwestern University in Qatar
Marium Saeed, Northwestern University in Qatar

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Communicating Science, Health, Environment and Risk and International Communication Divisions

PF&R Panel Session
Global Inequities in Health: The Ethics of Forgotten Communities

Moderating/Presiding
Leslie Steeves, Oregon
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Panelists
  Katie Foss, Middle Tennessee State
  Adina Schneeweis, Oakland
  Ammina Kothari, Rochester Institute of Technology
  Janet Kwami, Furman

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Electronic News Division and Internships and Careers Interest Groups

Teaching Panel Session
  The Multimedia Portfolio: Making it Competitive

Moderating/Presiding
  Deb Wenger, Mississippi

Panelists
  Chandra Clark, Alabama
  Shearon Roberts, Xavier of Louisiana
  Michael Bruce, Alabama
  Jessie Russell, No Limit Agency, Chicago
  Tony DeMars, Texas A&M-Commerce
  Jeremiah McCallie, Loyola-Chicago

Law & Policy Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
  The Fantastic FOIA: Challenges in Information Gathering

Moderating/Presiding
  Jane Kirtley, Minnesota

A Secret Police: The Lasting Impact of the 1986 FOIA Amendments*
  A. Jay Wagner, Bradley
Don’t Bother: How Exemption 3 of the Freedom of Information Act Enables
an Irrebuttable Presumption of Surveillance Secrecy
  Benjamin W. Cramer, Pennsylvania State
Killer Apps: Vanishing Messages, Encrypted Communications, and the Challenges
to Freedom of Information Laws
  Daxton Stewart, Texas Christian
Essential or Extravagant: Considering FOIA Budgets, Costs and Fees
  A. Jay Wagner, Bradley

Discussant
  Erin Coyle, Louisiana State

* Top Debut Faculty Paper
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1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

**Magazine Media Division** and **Community College Journalism Association**

Teaching Panel Session

**Beyond the Ethics Lesson: Creative Ways to Incorporate Ethics in the Classroom**

Moderating/Presiding

_Carol Schwalbe_, Arizona

Panelists

_David Abrahamson_, Northwestern
_Sharon Bloyd-Peshkin_, Columbia College Chicago
_Sue Bullard_, Nebraska—Lincoln
_David Sumner_, Ball State

---

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

**Mass Communication and Society** and **Communication Theory and Methodology Divisions**

PF&R Panel Session

**Bad Science, Good Science: Improving Research in Our Field**

Moderating/Presiding

_Jennifer Hoewe_, Alabama

Panelists

_Francesca Dillman Carpentier_, editor, *Media Psychology*; North Carolina at Chapel Hill
_Louisa Ha_, editor, *Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly*; Bowling Green State
_Jörg Matthes_, editor, *Communication Methods & Measures*; University of Vienna
_Fuyuan Shen_, editor, *Mass Communication and Society*; Pennsylvania State

---

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

**Minorities and Communication Division** and **Political Communication Interest Group**

PF&R Panel Session

**Your Candidate is a Loser: Strategies for Leading Discussions of Race and Diversity in the Classroom**

Moderating/Presiding

_Melody Fisher_, Mississippi State

Panelists

_D. Jasun Carr_, Idaho State
_Hazel Cole_, West Georgia
_Katy Culver_, Wisconsin-Madison
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Karen Turner, Temple

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Newspaper and Online News Division

Refereed Paper Research Session

NOND Refereed Paper Session: The Era of Fake News

Moderating/Presiding

Jasmine McNealy, Florida

Way-finding and Source Blindness: How the Loss of Gatekeepers Spread Fake News in the 2016 Presidential Election*

George Pearson and Simon Lavis, Ohio State

Fighting Facebook: Journalism’s Discursive Boundary Work with the “Trending,” “Napalm Girl,” and “Fake News” stories of 2016

Brett Johnson and Kimberly Kelling, Missouri

Fake News, Framing and Birtherism: New Media’s Role in Propagating President Obama’s Birth Certificate Controversy

J.D. Gallop, Florida Today

and Heidi Hatfield Edwards, Florida Institute of Technology

Fake News, Real Cues: Cues and Heuristics in Users’ Online News Credibility Judgments

Kate Keib, Oglethorpe

and Bartosz Wojdynski, Georgia

The Small, Disloyal Fake News Audience: The Role of Audience Availability in Fake News Consumption

Jacob Nelson, Northwestern and Harsh Taneja, Missouri

Discussant

David Ryfe, Iowa

* First Place, Student Paper Competition

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Public Relations Division and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender & Queer Interest Group

Research Panel Session

Public Relations at the Intersections: An Examination of Gender, Race, Ethnicity, Class and Sexuality in Action

Moderating/Presiding

Dean Mundy, Oregon

Panelists

Erica Ciszek, Houston

Linda Hon, Florida
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Nneka Logan, Virginia Tech
Katie R. Place, Quinnipiac
Hilary Fussell Sisco, Quinnipiac

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Commission on the Status of Women and Media Ethics Division

PF&R Panel Session

Is Women’s Work (Never) Done? Gender and the Revaluation of Faculty Work

Moderating/Presiding
Julie Andsager, Tennessee

Panelists
Carolyn Kitch, Temple
María Len-Ríos, Georgia
Lana Rakow, North Dakota
Linda Steiner, Maryland

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Religion and Media Interest Group

Refereed Paper Research Session

Balancing Act: Religion and Media in Contemporary Public Life

Moderating/Presiding
Debra Mason, Missouri

God on our side: Presidential Religious Rhetoric, Issue Ownership and Competing Gospels
Ceri Hughes, Wisconsin-Madison
No Love for the Enemy: American Evangelicals and the Hostile Media Phenomenon*
Brian Watson, Louisiana State
Whose “Boogie-man” is Given Flesh and Blood?: The Role of the Press in Realizing “Christianophobia”
Rick Clifton Moore, Boise State
“Praised Be” Praised: Religious and Secular Magazine Coverage of Pope Francis’ Climate Encyclical
Alejandro Morales and Ryan Thomas, Missouri

Discussant
Gregory Perreault, Appalachian State

* Top Student Paper
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1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Sports Communication Interest Group and Media Management, Economics & Entrepreneurship Division

PF&R Panel Session

The Future of Online Sports Content

Moderating/Presiding

Kevin Hull, South Carolina

Panelists

Ronen Shay, St. John Fisher College
Andy Billings, Alabama
Scott Reifert, Senior VP, Communications, Chicago White Sox
Elyse Russo, Executive Producer of Digital Content, WGN-TV

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Elected Standing Committee on Teaching

Teaching Panel Session

Doctors Are In: Teaching Online

Moderating/Presiding

Chris Roush, North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Panelists

Things to Keep in Mind When “Getting Started” and Throughout the Course
Karen Turner, Temple
Structuring online courses on Blackboard or Sakai
Chris Roush, North Carolina at Chapel Hill
The Challenges of Working with Students Across the World
Earnest Perry, Missouri
Use of VoiceThread in Online Classes
Mary Rogus, Ohio
Student Interaction in an Online Course 1
Raluca Cozma, Iowa State

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Elected Standing Committee on Research

Research Panel Session

Media Sociology and Framing in the Network Age: The 2017 Deutschmann Award for Excellence in Research to Stephen Reese of Texas
Friday, August 11, 2017

Moderating/Presiding
   Jisu Huh, Minnesota and David Weaver, Indiana

Panelists
   Margaretha Geertsema-Sligh, Butler
   Steven Lacy, Michigan State
   Seth Lewis, Oregon
   Mia Moody-Ramirez, Baylor

Respondent
   Stephen Reese, Texas at Austin

__________________________________________________________

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication

Panel Session
   Advances in Global Health Communication

Moderating/Presiding
   Christopher E. Beaudoin, Boston

Panelists
   Joon Kyoung Kim, South Carolina
   Yong-Chan Kim, Yonsei
   Tae-Joon Moon, Wisconsin
   Hye-Jin Paek, Hanyang

Respondent
   Robert Logan, National Library of Medicine

Research published in special issue of Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly.

__________________________________________________________

1:45 to 3:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Association of Schools of Journalism and Mass Communication

Business Session
   General Business Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
   Maryanne Reed, West Virginia, 2016-17 ASJMC President

Installation of ASJMC 2017-18 President
   Sonya Duhé, Loyola New Orleans
Friday, August 11, 2017

Korean American Communication Association

Refereed Paper Research Session I

Korean American Communication Association (KACA) Refereed Research Session I

Moderating/Presiding

Yoonmo Sang, Howard and Kyungjung Han, California State at Bakersfield

Does Fear of Isolation Disappear Online? Anonymity- and Attention-seeking Motivations behind Online Political News Consumption and Discourse

Kyujin Shim, Singapore Management University;
Soo-Kwang (Klive) Oh, Pepperdine
and Soojin Kim, Singapore Management University

The Effect of Brand Experience on Brand Love through Brand Trust, Satisfaction, and Identification

Jay (Hyunjae) Yu, Sogang University, Korea;
Gapyeon Jeong, Kyungbook University, Korea;
Woong Yang, Dongseo University, Korea
and Youngji Seo, Georgia

Firms’ Acceptance of Digital Advertising Policy in Korean Out-of-Home Advertising Industry: An Extension of the TAM Model

Jae-Soo Cho, Joongbu University, Korea;
Yongseok Cheon, Korea OOH Ad Center, Dankook University, Korea;
Sangwon Lee, Kyung Hee University, Korea
Jong Woo Jun, Dankook University, Korea
and Young Kim, Korea National Open University, Korea

The Child Must Be Protected: News Big Data Analysis of Reporting Children in Korean Media for 20 Years

Daemin Park, Korea Press Foundation;
and Ock Tae Kim, Korea National Open University, Korea

Predicting Social Networking Sites (SNS) Communication in an Emerging Pandemic: The 2015 MERS-CoV Outbreak in South Korea

Woohyun Yoo, Incheon National University, Korea
and Doo-Hun Choi, Hallym University, Korea

Public Health Emergency Preparedness and Communication Inequalities: A Case of Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) Outbreak in Korea

Minjung Lee and Myoungsoo You, Seoul National University, Korea

Normative Influence in Scientists’ Willingness to Engage with the Public: Expanding the Theory of Normative Social Behavior (TNSB)

Hyesueung Elizabeth Koh, Texas at Austin; Shupei Yuan, Michigan State;
Niveen AbiGhannam, Texas at Austin; John Besley, Michigan State
and Anthony Dudo, Texas at Austin

An Overview and Implications of Scholarly Research Trend on Public Broadcasting in Korea

Gwangjae Kim, Hanyang Cyber University, Korea
and Shinkyu Kang, Sogang University, Korea

Discussant

Chul-Joo “C.J.” Lee, Seoul National and Soojung Kim, North Dakota
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3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Advertising and Public Relations Divisions

High Density Refereed Paper Research Session

Outstanding Divisional Papers

Moderating/Presiding

Robin Spring, Grand Valley State

Advertising Division

The Psychological Processes of Mixed Valence Images: Emotional Response, Visual Attention and Memory

Taylor Wen, Jon Morris, Mark Sherwood, Alissa Meyer and Nicole Rosenberg, Florida

Does Interactivity Benefit New Product Acceptance? The Influence of Desire for Control

Linwan Wu and Deneta Walker, South Carolina

Danger or Fear? Examining Consumers' Blocking Intention of Online Behavioral Advertising: Integration of the Persuasion Knowledge Model and the Extended Parallel Processing Model

Chang-Dae Ham, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Joonghwa Lee and Soojung Kim, North Dakota

Scare’em or Irritate’em: Congruity between Emotions and Message Framing Promotes Advertising Engagement and Message Evaluation

Taylor Wen, Florida

From Us to Me: Cultural Value Changes from Collectivism to Individualism in Chinese Commercials

Jingyan Zhao, Kansas State

Discussants

Pamela Morris, Loyola Chicago

and Jinping Wang, Pennsylvania State

* Second-place Advertising Division Open Research paper award

** Third-place Advertising Division Open Research paper award (tied)

*** Second-place Advertising Division Graduate Student paper award

**** Third-place Advertising Division Graduate Student paper award

Public Relations Division

Topic — Top Student Public Relations Papers

Understanding the Donor Experience: Applying Stewardship Theory to Higher Education Donors

Virginia Harrison, Pennsylvania State

Discussant: Geah Pressgrove, West Virginia

The First Generation: Lessons from the Public Relations Industry’s First University-trained Social Media Practitioners

Luke Capizzo, Maryland

Discussant: Karen Freberg, Louisville

Constructing Trust and Confidence amid Crisis in the Digital Era

Jiankun Guo, Maryland

Discussant: Lucinda Austin, North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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Dominant Coalition Perceptions in Health-oriented, Non-profit Public Relations
  Torie Fowler, Southern Mississippi
  Discussant: Brigitta Brunner, Auburn

What Makes Employees Stay Silent? The Role of Perceptions of Problem and Organization-Employee Relationship
  Yeunjae Lee, Purdue
  Discussant: Eyun-Jung Ki, Alabama

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Communicating Science, Health Environment and Risk Division and Political Communication Interest Groups

PF&R Panel Session
  Communicating Science and Environmental Issues within the Context of Elections

Moderating/Presiding
  Sara K. Yeo, Utah

Panelists
  Dietram A. Scheufele, Wisconsin-Madison
  Dhavan Shah, Wisconsin-Madison
  Arthur Lupia, Michigan
  Gabriel Spitzer, Science and Health Journalist, KNKX

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Communication Technology and Newspaper and Online News Divisions

Scholar-to-Scholar Refereed Paper Research Session

Communication Technology Division
  Topic — The Impact of Social Networks
  1. Facebook: Antidote or Poison? A Study of the Relationship Between Facebook, Depression, and Older Adults
     Katie Anthony, Iowa State
  2. Perceived Online Friendships and Social Networking Sites
     Yi-Ning (Katherine) Chen, National Chengchi
  3. When do Online Audiences Amplify Wellbeing Benefits of Expressive Writing? Identifying Effects of Audience Similarity and Commenting
     Rachel Kornfield and Catalina Toma, Wisconsin-Madison
  Discussant
     Kate Keib, Georgia
  4. Credibility Perception within Social Media Frames: How WeChat Mediates Sources’ Effect on Responses to Food-safety Information
     Ji Pan, Shanghai Fudan University
  5. Personal Ties, Group Ties and Latent Ties: Connecting Network Size to Diversity
and Trust in the Mobile Social Network WeChat

Cuihua Shen and He Gong, California, Davis

Discussant
Porismita Borah, Washington State

Topic — Uses and Users of Communication Technology and Social Media
6. Tablet Uses and Gratifications: Support, Attitude, Self-efficacy, and Anxiety
   Chenjie Zhang and Kate Magsamen-Conrad, Bowling Green
7. Technologies and Social Fitness: Examining Self-Esteem and Self-Efficacy as Predictors of Health Monitoring, Goal-Setting, and Results Sharing
   Kim Baker, Sarah Pember, Xueying Zhang, Alabama
   Kailey Bissell, Sewanee, and Kimberly Bissell, Alabama
8. Personality Traits and Social Media Use in 20 Countries
   Homero Gil de Zúñiga and Trevor Diehl,
   and Brigitte Huber, University of Vienna;
   and James Liu, Massey University
9. The Effect of Efficiency, Matching, Trusts and Risks on the Adoption of Content Curation Service
   Lu Li, Shin-Hye Kwon
   and Byeng Hee Chang, Sungkyunkwan University

Discussant
Jack Karlis, Georgia College

Topic — Instagram
10. A Cross-Cultural Comparison of Croatian and American Social Network Sites: Exploring Cultural Differences in Motives for Instagram Use
   Pavica Sheldon, Alabama; Philipp A. Rauschnabel, Michigan,
   and Mary Grace Antony, Schreiner University
11. More Than Just Some Pictures: An Exploratory Study into the Motives of Posting Pictures on Instagram
   Serena Daalmans, Nikkie Wintjes, Merel van Ommen,
   and Doeschka Anschutz, Radboud University
12. Narcissism or Willingness: The way college students use Facebook and Instagram
   Sangki Lee, Arkansas Tech
13. Instagram as a Tool for Communicating Sexual Health: Future Recommendations and Unanswered Questions
   Nicole O’Donnell, Davi Kallman
   and Whitney Stefani, Washington State

Discussant
Marcus Messner, Virginia Commonwealth

Topic — News Gatekeeping
14. News Gatekeeping and Socially Interactive Functions of Twitter: An Algorithmic Content Analysis
   Frank Russell, California State, Fullerton;
   Katie Yaeger and Jennifer Para, Missouri
15. Reporting the Future of News: Constructing Risks and Benefits for Journalism, Silicon Valley, and Citizens
   Frank Russell, California State, Fullerton
16. How the Serialization of News Affects Recipients’ Attitudes Toward
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Politicians Involved in Scandals

Christian von Sikorski and Johannes Knoll, University of Vienna

Discussant

John Russial, Oregon

Topic — Scholarship and University Communication
17. An Analysis of Google Scholar Profiles of Mass Communication Faculty at U.S. Research Universities
John Wirtz, Sann Ryu, David Ross and Rachel Yang, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
18. Peer-Citation and Academic Social Networking: Do Altmetrics Affect Peer-Citation and Article Readership in Communication Research?
Ben Wasike, Texas Rio Grande Valley
19. Academics versus Athletics and Rhetorical Mechanisms Used by Business Schools in Brand Promotion on Social Media
Shaila Miranda, Rahnuma Ahmed and Nazmul Rony, Oklahoma

Discussant

Rod Carveth, Morgan State

Topic — Research on Politics
20. Understanding Political Brand Communities from a Social Network Perspective: A study of the GOP 2017 Primary Elections
Jhishyuan Elaine Lin and Itai Himelboim, Georgia
21. Dual Screening the Candidate Agenda: The Moderating Role of Communication Technologies and Need to Evaluate for Attribute Agenda-Setting Effects of Presidential Debates
Lindita Camaj, Temple Northup, Regina Dennis, Felicia Russell and Jared Monmouth, Houston
22. Political Discourse on Twitter Networks during the U.S. 2016 Presidential Election
Shugofa Dastgeer, Oklahoma
23. Distributed Intimacies: Robotic Warfare and Drone Whistleblowers
Kevin Howley, DePauw

Discussant

Tom Johnson, Texas at Austin

Topic — Self-presentation on Social Networks
Eunice Kim and Casey McDonald, Florida
25. Are People Willing to Share Their True Opinions on Social Networking Sites? Exploring Roles of Self-Presentational Concern in Spiral of Silence
Yu Liu, Florida International; Jian Rui, Lamar and Xi Cui, College of Charleston
26. Effects of Self-Presentation Strategies and Tie Strength on Facebook Users’ Subjective Well-Being
Wonseok (Eric) Jang, Texas Tech; Jung Won Chun, Florida and Jihoon (Jay) Kim, Georgia
27. Are You a Social Media Chameleon? Probing Self-Presentations Across and Within Social Network Sites
Lewen Wei and Jin Kang, Pennsylvania State
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Discussant

Saraswathi Bellur, Connecticut

Topic — The Interactive Consumer Experience
28. Like My Posts? Exploring the Brand–Post Congruence Effect of Facebook Pages
   Shaqjung Sharon Wang
   and Yu-Ching Lin; National Sun Yat-sen University
29. Virtual Tours Promote Behavioral Intention and Willingness to Pay via Spatial
   Presence, Enjoyment, and Destination Image
   Jihoon (Jay) Kim, Thitapa Shinaprayoon
   and Sun Joo (Grace) Ahn, Georgia
30. The Effect of Hedonic Presentation of Horticultural Product on Consumers’
   Willingness to Pay and Purchase Intention
   Jing Yang, Loyola; Juan Mundel, DePaul;
   Bridget Behe and Patricia Huddleston, Michigan State
31. Just Venmo Me the Money: An Exploratory Analysis of Alternative
   Banking Adoption
   Evren Durmaz; Julie Ciardi, Ronen Shay, Gianna Sarkis
   and Nicholas Cieslica; St. John Fisher College
32. An Integrated Model of TAM and eWOM Exploring WeChat Payment Use in China
   Shaqjung Sharon Wang
   and Chiao-Yung Chang National Sun Yat-sen University

Discussant

Su Jung Kim, Iowa State

Topic — Video and Immersive Storytelling
33. Can Immersive Journalism Affect Presence, Memory, Credibility, Empathy
   and Sharing? An Experimental Comparison of VR Stories, 3600 Videos and Text
   S. Shyam Sundar, Jin Kang,
   and Danielle Oprean, Pennsylvania State
34. Immersive Narratives, 360 Video, and VR: A Pilot Experiment Examining
   360 Video and Narrative Transportation
   Aaron Atkins, Ohio; Dave McLean, Florida
   and William Canter, Georgia State
35. Unpacking Unboxing Videos: The Mediating Role of Parasocial Interaction
   Between Unboxing Viewing Motivations and Purchase Decision-making
   Hyosun Kim, Wisconsin
36. Parasocial Interaction and YouTube: Extending the Effect to Online Users
   Kirstin Pellizzaro and Ashley Gimbal, Arizona State

Discussant

Richard Craig, San José State

Topic — Social Interaction and Engagement
37. Responding to Racism: Bystander Responses to Racist Posts on Social Media
   Rachel Young, Iowa; Saleem Alhabash, Michael Nelson,
   Maddie Barnes and Alex Torres, Michigan State
38. It’s Alt-Right: Tracing the Technosocial Evolution of White Nationalism on Twitter
   Saif Shahi, Bowling Green
   and Yee Man Margaret Ng, Texas at Austin
39. Self-mockery as an Alternative Social Strategy: Gratifications-sought, Need for Humor,
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Narcissism, and Self-Mocking Meme Usage  
**Miao Lu** and **Hua Fan**, Chinese University of Hong Kong

40. Commenting on News Stories via Social Media  
**Sherice Gearhart**, **Derrick Holland**, and **Alexander Moe**, Texas Tech

Discussant  
**Kris Boyle**, Brigham Young

Newspaper and Online News Division

Topic I – News Credibility

41. The Least Trusted Name in News: Exploring Why News Users  
Distrust BuzzFeed News**  
**Jordon Brown**, Texas at Austin

42. Listicles and the BuzzFeed Generation: Examining the Perceived Credibility of Listicles Among Millennials  
**Sean Sadri**, Old Dominion

43. The Imagined Audience for and Perceived Quality of News Comments  
**Jisu Kim**, Minnesota-Twin Cities; **Seth Lewis**, Oregon  
and **Brendan Watson**, Michigan State

44. Alienating Audiences: The Effect of Uncivil Online Discourse on Media Perceptions  
**Natalee Seely**, North Carolina at Chapel Hill

45. “Alphabet Soup”: Examining Acronyms in Newspaper Headlines  
**Alyssa Appelman**, Northern Kentucky

Discussant  
**Jeanne Abbott**, Missouri

** Third Place, Student Paper Competition

Topic II – Roles and Autonomy

46. Contest Over Authority: Navigating Native Advertising’s Impacts on Journalism Autonomy  
**You Li**, Eastern Michigan

47. Mediated Policy Effects of Foreign Governments on Iraqi Independent Media During Elections  
**Mohammed Al-Azdee**, Bridgeport

48. When Journalists Think Colorful But Their News Coverage Stays Grey  
Exploring the Gap Between Journalists’ Professional Identity, Their Role Enactment and Output in Newspapers  
**Patric Raemy** and **Daniel Beck**, University of Fribourg, Switzerland

49. Connectivity with a Newspaper and Knowledge of Its Investigatory Work Influence Civic Engagement  
**Esther Thorson**, **Weiyue Chen** and **Stephen Lacy**, Michigan State

Discussant  
**Brian Steffen**, Simpson

Topic III – News Coverage I

**Francesco Somaini**, Central Washington

51. PolitiFact Coverage of Candidates for U.S. Senate and Governor 2010-2016  
**Joan Conners** Randolph-Macon
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52. Gender Profiling in Local News
   
   David Pritchard and Emily Wright, Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Discussant
   
   Joseph Treaster, Miami

Topic IV – News Coverage II

53. Misconception of Barack Obama’s Religion: A Content Analysis of Print News Coverage of the President
   
   Joseph Kasko, SUNY-Buffalo State

54. Exploring the “Wall,” Bible and Baphomet: Media Coverage of Church-State Conflicts
   
   Erica Salkin and Elizabeth Jacobs, Whitworth

55. Covering Pulse: Understanding the Lived Experience of Journalists Who Covered a Mass Shooting
   
   Theodore Petersen and Shyla Soundararajan, Florida Institute of Technology

Discussant
   
   Bill Cassidy, Northern Illinois

Topic V – News Framing I

   
   Zulfia Zaher, Ohio

57. A Movement of Varying Faces: How “Occupy Central” Was Framed in the News in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Mainland China, the U.K., and the U.S.
   
   Y. Roselyn Du, Hong Kong Baptist; Fan Yang, Wisconsin–Madison and Lingzi Zhu, Hong Kong Baptist

58. Vapor and Mirrors: A Qualitative Framing Analysis of E-Cigarette Reporting in High-Circulation U.S. Newspapers
   
   Vaughan James and Paul Simpson, Florida

Discussant
   
   Sandra Utt, Memphis

* Second Place, Student Paper Competition

Topic VI – News Framing II

59. Framing Drunken Driving as a Social Problem
   
   Kuang-Kuo Chang, Shih Hsin University

60. News Dynamics, Frame Expansion and Salience: Boko Haram and the War against Terrorism
   
   Ngozi Akinro, Texas Wesleyan

61. Framing EU borders in Live-blogs: A Multimodal Approach
   
   Ivana Cvetkovic, New Mexico and Mirjana Pantic, Tennessee

Discussant
   
   Joel Campbell, Brigham Young

Topic VII – Media Routines I

62. The Effects of Disclosure Format on Native Advertising Recognition
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and Audience Perceptions of Legacy and Online News Publishers***

Michelle Amazeen, Boston
and Bartosz Wojdynski, Georgia

63. Service at the Intersection of Journalism, Language, and the Global Imaginary: Indonesia’s English Language Press****

John Carpenter and Brian Ekdale, Iowa

64. Young vs Old: How Age Impacts Journalists’ Boundary Work Shift in Social Media Innovation

Yanfang Wu, Missouri

Discussant

Cory Armstrong, Alabama

*** Second Place, Open Competition
**** Third Place, Open Competition

Topic VIII – Media Routines II

65. Picturing the Solution? An Analysis of Visuals in Solutions Journalism

Jennifer Midberry, Temple
and Nicole Dahmen, Oregon

66. Looking at Past and Present Intermedia Agenda-setting: A Meta Analysis

Alexander Moe, Texas Tech
and Yunjuan Luo, South China University of Technology

67. Knowledge-based Journalism in Science and Environmental Reporting: Opportunities and Obstacles

Anthony Van Witsen and Bruno Takahashi, Michigan State

Discussant

Patrick Ferrucci, Colorado

Topic IX – Media Routines III

68. Differences in the Network Agendas of #Immigration in the 2016 Election

Jisu Kim, Minnesota-Twin Cities and Mo Jang, South Carolina

69. Whose Tweets Do You Trust? Message and Messenger Credibility Among Mainstream and New Media News Organizations on Twitter

Anna Waters and Chris Roberts, Alabama

70. News Organizations’ Link Sharing on Twitter: Computational Text Analysis Approach

Chankyung Pak, Michigan State

71. Social Media Echo Chambers: Political Journalists’ Normalization of Twitter Affordances

Logan Molyneux, Temple and Rachel Mourao, Michigan State

72. The Whole Picture: Journalistic Identity Practices in Words and Images on Twitter

Kyser Lough, Texas at Austin; Logan Molyneux, Temple
and Avery Holton, Utah

Discussant

Valerie Belair-Gagnon, Minnesota

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA
Friday, August 11, 2017

Cultural and Critical Studies and Magazine Media Divisions

Research Panel Session
Brangelina, Beyoncé, and Breaking the Internet: Evaluating Magazines in Post-Feminist Times

Moderating/Presiding
Joy Jenkins, Oxford

Panelists
Joy Jenkins, Oxford
Jessica Maddox, Georgia
Chelsea Reynolds, California State, Fullerton
Carolyn Bronstein, DePaul

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Electronic News Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
Politics, Protest, and Police

Moderating/Presiding
Kathleen Ryan, Colorado, Boulder

From #Ferguson to #Ayotzinapa: Analyzing the Differences in Domestic and Foreign Protest News Shared on Social Media
Danielle Kilgo, Texas at Austin;
Summer Harlow, Florida State;
Victor García-Pérdom o and Ramón S alaverría, Texas Austin
Agendamelding and the Alt-Right: The Media Controls the Message
But Not Its Telling
Burton Speakman and Aaron Atkins, Ohio
Framing Violence and Protest at Standing Rock
Gino Canella and Patrick Ferrucci, Colorado-Boulder
U.S. Law Enforcement Social Media and TV News: What are Agencies Posting and How is it Being Reported?
Jennifer Grygiel and Suzanne Lysak, Syracuse

Discussant
Dylan McLemore, Central Arkansas

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Law & Policy and International Communication Divisions

PF&R Panel Session
Media Regulations and Reforms in Latin America: A Comparative Perspective of Changes and Challenges
Friday, August 11, 2017

Moderating/Presiding
Federico Subervi, Media Scholar & Consultant

Panelists
Media Law and Policy Lessons from the Post-Transitional Justice Southern Cone
Ed Carter, Brigham Young
Media Regulation in Chile and Argentina
Juliet Pinto, Florida International
Media Regulation in Brazil in Comparison to Other Latin American Countries
Heloiza Herscovitz, California State Long Beach
Media Regulation in Mexico
Manuel Chavez, Michigan State
Media Regulation in the Bolivarian nations (Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela)
Leonardo Ferreira, Florida International

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Mass Communication and Society Division and Internships and Careers Interest Group

Teaching Panel Session
Doing Good Work for the Greater Good: Creating Mutually Beneficial Service Learning Experiences

Moderating/Presiding
Jay Adams, Virginia Commonwealth

Panelists
Julia Daisy Fraustino, West Virginia
Rowena Briones Winkler, Maryland
Nick Browning, Indiana
Shana Meganck, Virginia Commonwealth
Kristen Heflin, Kennesaw State
Elizabeth Oppe, West Virginia

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Minorities and Communication and History Divisions

PF&R Panel Session
Where Do We Fit In? The Beginnings of the National Association of Hispanic Journalists; the National Association of Black Journalists; the Asian Americans Journalists Association and the Native American Journalists Association

Moderating/Presiding
Maggie Rivas-Rodrigues, Texas

Panelists
Vinicio Sinta, Texas at Austin
Friday, August 11, 2017

Wayne Dawkins, Hampton
Virginia Mansfield-Richardson, Hobart and William Smith Colleges
Mark Trahant, North Dakota

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000

Visual Communication Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
VisCom Division Top Papers Session

Moderating/Presiding
Matt Haught, Memphis

Solutions in the Shadows: The Effects of Incongruent Visual Messaging in Solutions Journalism News Stories*
Karen McIntyre, Virginia Commonwealth;
Kyser Lough, Texas at Austin,
and Keyris Manzanares, Virginia Commonwealth

Location, Location, Location: Visual Properties and Recognition of Video Game Advertising**
Russell Williams, Zayed

The Dead Syrian Refugee Boy Goes Viral: Funerary Aylan Kurdi Memes as Tools for Social Justice in Remix Culture***
Natalia Mielczarek, Virginia Tech

Professional Photographers and Platforms and the Perceived Credibility of Photographs on the Internet****
Gina Gayle, Andrew Wirzburger, Jianan Hu,
and Honey Rao, Syracuse

Discussant
Gabriel B. Tait, Arkansas State

* First Place Paper
** Second Place Paper
*** Third Place Paper
**** First Place Student Paper

Community College Journalism Association

Teaching Panel Session
Innovative Media Partnerships that Help Student Media Thrive

Moderating/Presiding
Toni Albertson, Mt. San Antonio College

Panelists
Friday, August 11, 2017

Carrie Brown Smith, CUNY
Ed Madison, Oregon
Sally Renaud, Eastern Illinois
Laura Castañeda, Southern California

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Commission on the Status of Women

Refereed Paper Research Session

Fresh Feminist Thinking: Top Papers from the Commission on the Status of Women

Moderating/Presiding
Katie Place, Quinnipiac

The Bitch is Back: Gender Stereotypes of Hillary Clinton in 2016 Twitter Images and Memes: 75*
Rebecca Nee
and Mariana De Maio, San Diego State
The “Unprincipled Demagogue” and the “Dishonest Harridan” in Pink and Blue America: Gender and the Election****
Urszula Pruchniewska, Temple
Combatting the Digital Spiral of Silence: Academic Activists vs. Social Media Trolls**
Candi Carter Olson, Utah State
and Victoria LaPoe, Ohio
“Be a Badass with a Good Ass”: Postfeminist and Neoliberal Visuality Discourse in #StrongIsTheNewSkinny******
Jessica Maddox, Georgia
Locker Room Talk or Sexual Assault: A Struggle for Meaning in the Mediated Public Discourse***
Dustin Harp, Texas at Arlington
Have a Second Child?: A Critical Analysis of Second-Child Policy and Chinese Women*****
Zehui Dai, Bowling Green State

Discussant
Katie Place, Quinnipiac

* First Place Faculty Paper
** Second Place Faculty Paper
***Third Place Faculty Paper
****First Place Student Paper
*****Second Place Student Paper
******Third Place Student Paper

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Entertainment Studies Interest Group
Research Panel Session

**Never Change an Audience: New Strategies of Sports Entertainment**

Moderating/Presiding

**Thomas Knieper**, Passau

Panelists

**Fabian Wiedel**, University of Passau  
**Michael Johann**, University of Passau  
**Killian Schmidt**, University of Passau  
**Sonja Kupfer**, University of Passau

---

3:30 to 5 p.m. / Place TBA

Participatory Journalism Interest Group and Media Management, Economics & Entrepreneurship Division

PF&R Panel Session

**Curious Chicago: Engaging Non-Professionals in the News Process**

Moderating/Presiding

**Mary Lou Nemanic**, Pennsylvania State Altoona

Panelists

**Logan Jaffe**, Curious City - WBEZ  
**Jesse Dukes**, Curious City - WBEZ  
**Shawn Allee**, Curious City - WBEZ  
**John Fecile**, Curious City – WBEZ

---

3:30 to 5 p.m. / Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication Publications Committee

Panel Session

**So You Want to be an Editor?**

Moderating/Presiding

**Daniela Dimitrova**, Iowa State

Panelists

**Jami Fullerton**, Oklahoma State; Editor, *Journalism & Mass Communication Educator*  
**Louisa Ha**, Bowling Green State; Editor, *Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly*  
**W. Wat Hopkins**, Virginia Tech; Editor, *Communication Law & Policy*  
**Maureen Taylor**, Tennessee; Co-Editor, *Public Relations Review*

Four current editors will discuss various considerations for AEJMC members thinking about becoming an editor someday.

*The JMCQ Outstanding Research Article Award will be presented at the end of the session.*
3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication South Asia Initiative

Refereed Paper Research Session

Research Microtalks on Media and Communication in South Asia

Moderating/Presiding

David D. Perlmutter, Texas Tech and AEJMC president-elect for 2019-2020

How Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (PEMRA) Is Reshaping the Debate on Media Freedom in Pakistan

Rauf Arif, Texas Tech
The Role of Communication in Women Empowerment and Social-Economic Development in Bangladesh

Mohammad Delwar Hossain, University of Chittagong, Bangladesh

Roles of Bangladeshi Online Ethnic Media in U.S.: An Assessment

Masudul Biswas, Loyola-Maryland

Indian Diaspora in Malaysia: Decline and Fall?

Sankaran Ramanathan, Mediaplus Consultancy
Searching for Techno-Social Parity in India: How Technology is Connecting and Inspiring the Modern Indian Woman

Harsha Gangadharbatla, Colorado, Boulder; Falguni Vasavada, Mudra Institute of Communication, India, and Arijit Basu, California State-Bakersfield

Sights, Sounds and Stories of the Indian Diaspora: A New Browning of American Journalism

Radhika Parameswaran and Roshni Susana Verghese, Indiana-Bloomington
Role of Pakistan’s English Press in Reporting Terrorism: An Analysis through Copenhagen School’s Concept of Securitisation

Musharaf Zahoor, National University of Science and Technology, Pakistan

Did Presidential Preferences of India Affect U.S. Media Coverage of That Country?

Anthony Moretti, Robert Morris

Citizens as Journalists: Implications of Participatory News Production for the Mainstream News Media in India

Sindhu Manjesh, American

Transnational Public Relations and Social Justice Activism in Afghanistan

Arshia Anwer, Manhattan College
Use of Facebook in Bangladesh Public Relations: A Case Study Analysis

Mohammad Ali, Texas at Tyler

Entrepreneurial Journalism in India: Toward an Understanding of How Founders’ Social Identity Shapes Innovation and Financial Sustainability

Summer Harlow, Houston, and Monica Chadha, Arizona State

Breaking News on Social Media & Its Effect on Journalistic Practices in India – Rethinking the Hierarchy of Influences

Dhiman Chattopadhyay, Bowling Green State

Contrasting Social Media Use Between U.S. Millennials and Bangladeshi Young-Adults

Didarul Islam Manik, Missouri-Columbia, and Charles A. Lubbers, South Dakota,
Modi’s Media: Intermedia Effects in Indian Elections in 2014
Mohammed Al-Azdee and Srishti Puri, Bridgeport

Media System of Bangladesh: In the Middle of Authoritarianism and Libertarianism
Md. Khadimul Islam, Mississippi, and Mohammad Yousuf, Oklahoma

The Effect of the Exposure to American Media on the Lifestyle of Indian Immigrants
Ibrahim Helmy Emara, Tanta University, Egypt.

Exploring the Symbolic Construction of Beauty: An Analysis of a Soap Advertisement in Bangladesh
Md. Mahfuzul Haque, Mississippi

Blame It on Me! News Framing of Delhi Air Pollution in Indian Newspapers
Nandini Bhatta and Daniel Haun, South Carolina

Corporates and Media Ownership: A Qualitative Analysis of the Growth of Private Television Sector in Bangladesh
Rahnuma Ahmed and Joe Foote, Oklahoma

Changing Their Minds?: How Tourism Advertising Affects the International Country Image of Bangladesh
Imran Hasnat and Elanie Steyn, Oklahoma

Who Are Those Anti-Nationals? A Content Analysis of Indian English Newspaper Articles Including the Term “Anti-Nationals”
Shreenita Ghosh, Wisconsin-Madison

Beyond Borders: M.I.A.’s Kala and the Politics of Creative Cultural Resistance
Meenakshi Gigi Durham, Iowa

Who is a bigger killer, HIV/AIDS or Stigma?: An Exploratory Study on Pakistani Media’s Coverage of Sexual Health
Lamia Zia, Texas Tech

Evaluating Social Media Performance of South Asian Embassies in the USA: An analysis of Twitter Activity
Md. Nazmul Rony and Rahnuma Ahmed, Oklahoma

Discussant
Krishnamurthy Sriramesh, Purdue

In our commitment to the 2017 AEJMC conference theme “Closing the Gap: Media, Research and the Profession,” we are hosting research microtalks (2 to 3 minutes) on South Asia or the South Asian diaspora. Research microtalks were selected through a peer-reviewed competition. The AEJMC South Asia Initiative, which currently constitutes 520 members worldwide, was instituted at the AEJMC 2015 conference in San Francisco. With over one-fourth of the world’s population, South Asia has emerged as an important region for media and journalism, politics, international relations, health communication, culture and other relevant areas that enrich the research repertoire in our field. If you have questions about session, email Deb Aikat <da@unc.edu>, North Carolina at Chapel Hill

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000
Place TBA

Association of Schools of Journalism and Mass Communication

PF&R Panel Session
Gerald M. Sass Award for Distinguished Service to Journalism and Mass Communication

Moderating/Presiding
Sonya Duhé, Loyola New Orleans, ASJMC President Elect
Friday, August 11, 2017

Introduction of Recipient

Sonya Duhé, Loyola New Orleans, ASJMC President Elect

2017 Recipient

Keith Woods, National Public Radio

---

3:30 to 5 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Korean American Communication Association

Refereed Paper Research Session II

Korean American Communication Association (KACA) Refereed Research Session II

Moderating/Presiding

Chang-Dae Ham, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Revisiting Social Capital: Power Elites’ Social Capital Building Via Korean Newspapers’ People Section*

Wan-Soo Lee, Dongseo University, Korea
and Chan-Souk Kim, Cheongju University, Korea

How Do Health Messages and Self-Stigma Operate in Extended Parallel Process Model?: A Focus on a South Korean Smoking Issue**

Yungwook Kim, Ewha Womans University, Korea
and Jiyoung Lee, Syracuse

Transboundary Air Pollution and Korean Public Opinion: Understanding the Effects of Attribution and Energy Frames***

Matthew A. Shapiro, Illinois Institute of Technology

Discussant

Sung-Un Yang, Indiana

* First Place Faculty Paper
** Second Place Faculty Paper
*** Ewha-KACA Research Award Paper

---

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Advertising Division

Refereed Paper Research Session

Advertising Division Top Paper Session

Moderating/Presiding

Karie Hollerbach, Southeast Missouri State

The Duality of Traits and Goals: An Examination of the Interplay between Consumer Personality and Regulatory Focus in Predicting Consumer Responses to Social Media Ads’
Friday, August 11, 2017

Naa Amponsah Dodoo and Cynthia Morton, Florida
Effects of Cosmetic Surgery Advertisements on Surgery Intention and Attitudes Toward Surgeons**
Sung-Yeon Park, Nevada, Reno
and Sasha Allgayer, Bowling Green State
Teaching Ad Tech: Assessing Collaborative Teaching in an Advertising, Computer Science, and Design Course***
Jay Newell, Wallapak Tavanapong
and Sherry Berghefer, Iowa State
#Sponsored #Ad: An Agency Perspective on Influencer Marketing Campaigns****
Courtney Carpenter Childers, Laura Lemon
and Marlea Hoy, Tennessee
Any Benefits from Anxiety and Curiosity? Exploring the Impact of Personality Traits in Ad Avoidance on Social Networking Sites*****
Naa Amponsah Dodoo and Taylor Wen, Florida

Discussant
Rebecca Ortiz, Syracuse

First-place Open Research Paper Award
PF&R Top Paper Award
Teaching Top Paper Award
Special Topics Top Paper Award
First-place Graduate Student Paper Award

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Communicating Science, Health and Environment Risk Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
ComSHER Top Paper Panel and Eason Prize Winner

Moderating/Presiding
Anthony Dudo, Texas

Risk as Anxiety in Mental Illness: Negative Emotions, Coping Responses, and Campaign Engagement Intention*
Jiyoung Lee and Hua Jiang, Syracuse
Exploring the Effects of Character and Cued Typicality in Health Narratives**
Jiangxue (Ashley) Han
and Shanshan Lou, Appalachian State
Promoting Multivitamins to College Women: An Examination of Source, Message, and Audience Characteristics***
Jennifer Ball, Temple, Allison Lazard, North Carolina at Chapel Hill
and Michael Mackert, Texas
Communicating the Flood: The Role of Communication During Extreme Weather Events in Shaping Climate Change Engagement****
Ashley Anderson, Colorado State
Do Narratives Attenuate Message Resistance? A Meta-Analysis*****
Chelsea Ratcliff, Utah
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* First Place Faculty Paper
** Second Place Faculty Paper
*** Third Place Faculty Paper
**** Fourth Place Faculty Paper
***** Eason Prize Winner/Top Student Paper

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / Place TBA

Communication Theory and Methodology Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
The Best of CT&M

Moderating/Presiding
Elizabeth Stoycheff, Wayne State

“You Must Be This Anthropomorphic” to Write the News: Machine Attribution Decreases News Credibility and Issue Importance*
Frank Waddell, Florida

Competitive Frames and the Moderating Effects of Partisanship on Real-Time Environmental Behavior: Using Ecological Momentary Assessment in Competitive Framing***#
Porismita Borah, Washington State

Measurement Invariance and Validation of a New Scale of Reflective Thoughts about Media Violence across Countries and Media Genres****

Sebastian Scherr and Anne Bartsch, University of Munich
Marie-Louise Mares, Wisconsin-Madison, and Mary-Beth Oliver, Pennsylvania State

Bypassing vs. Complying? Predicting Circumvention of Online Censorship in Networked Authoritarian Regimes**
Aysenur Dal, Ohio State

Picture Yourself Healthy — How Social Media Users Select Images to Shape Health Intentions and Behaviors†
Brianna Wilson
and Silvia Knobloch-Westerwick, Ohio State

Discussant
Louisa Ha, Bowling Green State

* Top Faculty Paper
** Top Student Paper
*** Second Place Faculty Paper
**** Third Place Faculty Paper
† Top Theory Paper
# Top Method Paper

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / Place TBA

Cultural and Critical Studies and Media Ethics Divisions
Teaching Panel Session

Are We Part of the Problem or the Solution? Teaching for Change: Addressing Marginalization in College Classrooms and Newsrooms through Leadership Development

Moderating/Presiding

Janice Marie Collins, Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Panelists

Esther Taj Clark, Tennessee Technological
Joy Marie Anderson, Arizona State
Chad Painter, Dayton
Guy Harrison, Arizona State
Janice Marie Collins, Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000

Electronic News Division and Commission on the Status of Women

PF&R Panel Session

Women’s Experiences in Broadcasting: Unequal Workplace Conditions for Women in Television News and Sports

Moderating/Presiding

Jeanne Rollberg, Arkansas-Little Rock and Jill Geisler, Loyola-Chicago

Panelists

Mary Rogus, Ohio
Mike Conway, Indiana
Cheryl Raye-Stout, Columbia College, Chicago
Kathleen Marie Ryan, Colorado-Boulder

Discussant

Tracy Lucht, Iowa State

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000

International Communication Division

High Density Refereed Paper Research Session

Journalism Practices and Audience Reception in a Digital Environment

Moderating/Presiding

Jatin Srivastava, Ohio

“Love and Courage”: Resilience Strategies of Journalists Facing Trauma in Northern Mexico
Stephen Choice, Arizona

Comparing Journalistic Interventionism in News Content Cross-Nationally
Friday, August 11, 2017

Lea Hellmueller, Houston; Claudia Mellado, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso;
María Luisa Humanes, Universidad Rey Juan Carlos;
Mireya Márquez, Universidad Iberoamericana Ciudad de Mexico;
Adriana Amado, Universidad Nacional de la Matanza;
Jacques Mick, Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina
Colin Sparks, Hong Kong Baptist University;
Dasniel Olivera and Martín Oller Alonso, Universidad de La Habana;
Cornelia Mothes, Technische Universität Dresden;
Nikos Panagiotou, Aristotle University;
Wang Haiyan, Sun Yat-Sen University;
Gabriella Szabó, Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences;
Henry Silke, University of Limerick, Ireland;
Moniza Waheed, Universiti Putra, Malaysia
Edson Tandoc, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore;
Agnieszka Stepinska, University of Poznan, Poland;
Daniel Beck, University of Fribourg, Switzerland;
and Svetlana Pasti, University of Tampere, Finland

Discussant
Sally Ann Cruikshank, Auburn

Human Rights Reporting in Rwanda: Opportunities and Challenges
Meghan Sobel, Regis College
and Karen McIntyre, Virginia Commonwealth
Influence of Foreign News Programs on the International News Agenda
of Rwandan Television and Newspapers
Wellars Bakina, Arizona

Discussant
Fatma Elzahraa M. Elsayed, Cairo University

Toward a Global Model of Agenda Building and Gatekeeping: Collective Action
and Right to Information Legislation in the India Case
Jeannine Relly, Arizona
and Rajdeep Pakanati, O.P. Jindal Global University
Gatecrashing: Exploring how Indian Journalists Tweet Breaking News
and what Type of Tweets Attract Followers
Dhiman Chattopadhyay, Bowling Green State

Discussant
Mary Bemker, Touro University Nevada
Individualizing Depression Responsibilities on Chinese Social Media: Analyzing
the Weibo Framing of Three Key Players
Yuan Zhang, Westfield State; Yifeng Lu, Chinese University of Petroleum
Yan Jin, Georgia
and Yubin Wang, Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics
The Effect of U.S.-based Social Media Use on Acculturation and Adaptation
Among Chinese Students in America
Chen Yang, Houston - Victoria

Discussant
Vanessa de Macedo Higgins Joyce, Texas State
Comments on Covering Up: International Discourse on the Burkini Ban
Lauren Van Yahres
and Sally Ann Cruikshank, Auburn
“Tremendously Irritated”: Media Trust among Urban Brazilian News Consumers
Flavia Milhorance
and Jane B. Singer, City University of London

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Law & Policy Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
Top Papers in Law and Policy

Moderating/Presiding
Paul Siegel, Hartford

Lock or Key: Does FOIA Sufficiently Open the Right to Information?*
Tyler Prime, Southern California
and Joseph Russomanno, Arizona State
Gag Clauses and the Right to Gripe: The Consumer Review Fairness Act of 2016**
Clay Calvert, Florida
Say This, Not That: Government Regulation and Control of Social Media***
Nina Brown, Syracuse, and Jon Peters, Kansas
Fake News and the First Amendment: Reconciling a Disconnect Between Theory and Doctrine****
Sebastian Zarate, Austin Vining
and Stephanie McNeff, Florida

Discussant
Jared Schroeder, Southern Methodist

* First-Place Faculty Paper
** Second-Place Faculty Paper
*** Third-Place Faculty Paper
**** First-Place Student Paper

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Magazine Media Division

Refereed Paper Research Session
Magazines and Consumerism: From Sustainability to Consumption

Moderating/Presiding
Sheila Webb, Western Washington

Exploring the Concept of Sustainability within the GD USA Magazine
Szilvia Kadas and Bob Britten, West Virginia
Love Your Mother: How the 1970s Launch of a News Magazine Defines Environmental Journalism  
Carol Terracina-Hartman, Michigan State

“As Long as I Find Myself Adequate”: Effects of Exposure to Fashion, Celebrity, and Fitness Magazines on Disordered Eating  
Shelby Weber and Miglena Sternadori, Texas Tech

Ashley Walter, West Virginia

Profiting from Gender Consumption: Examining the Historic Precedents of Lucky Magazine  
Gigi McNamara, Toledo

Discussant  
Kevin Lerner, Marist; editor, Journal of Magazine Media

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Minorities and Communication Division

Refereed Paper Research Session  
Top Papers

Moderating/Presiding  
Regina Marchi, Rutgers

Calling Doctor Google? Technology Adoption and Health Information Seeking Among Low-income African-American Older Adults*  
Hyunjin Seo, Joseph Erba, Mugur Geana and Crystal Lumpkins, Kansas

Pedagogy of the Depressed: An Examination of Critical Pedagogy in Higher Ed’s Diversity-Centered Classrooms Post-Trump**  
Nathian Rodriguez, San Diego State and Jennifer Huemmer, Texas Tech

Communicative Dimensions in STEM Faculty’s Multicultural Mentoring of Underrepresented STEM Students***  
Leticia Williams, Howard

“Hands Up, Don’t Shoot:” Media Portrayals of Race and Responsibility Framing in Police Shootings****  
Denetra Walker and Kelli Boling, South Carolina

Discussant  
Yuki Fujioka, Georgia State

* First Place Faculty Paper  
** Second Place Faculty Paper  
*** First Place Student Paper  
**** Second Place Faculty Paper
Friday, August 11, 2017

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Public Relations Division

Refereed Paper Research Session

Top Papers: Open Papers, Newsom Award, and History Award

Moderating/Presiding

Nathan Gilkerson, Marquette

Enhancing Employee Sensemaking and Sensegiving Communication Behaviors in Crisis Situations: Strategic Management Approach for Effective Internal Crisis Communication*

Young Kim, Marquette

Unpacking the Effects of Gender Discrimination in the Corporate Workplace on Consumers’ Affective Responses and Relational Perceptions**

Arunima Krishna, Boston

and Soojin Kim, Singapore Management University

Testing Perceptions of Organizational Apologies after a Data Breach Crisis***

Joshua Bentley and Liang Ma, Texas Christian

Discussant

Lan Ni, Houston

An Exploratory Study of Transformed Media Relations Dimensions After the Implementation of an Anti-graft Law****

Soo-Yeon Kim and Joohyun Heo, Sogang

Discussant: Natalie Tindall, Lamar

Raymond Simon: PR Educational Pioneer*****

Patricia Swann, Utica

Discussant: Karen Miller Russell, Georgia

*First Place Paper

**Second Place Paper

***Third Place Paper

****Newsom Award Winner

*****History Award Winner

5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Community Journalism Interest Group

Refereed Paper Research Session

Top Paper Session: Digital Technology in Community Newsrooms

Moderating/Presiding

Rich Johnson, Creighton

(Re)Crafting Neighborhood News: The Rise of Journalism Hackathons

Jan Lauren Boyles, Iowa State
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An Optimistic Vision for the Future of Community Newspapers: Where Do Digital Technologies Fit In?
   **Francis Dalisay**, Guam; **Anup Kumar** and **Leo Jeffres**, Cleveland State
Technology and the Public: The Influence of Website Features on the Submission of UGC*
   **Burton Speakman**, Ohio
The impact of Web Metrics on Community News Decisions: A Resource Dependence Perspective**
   **Tom Arenberg**
   and **Wilson Lowrey**, Alabama

Discussant
   **Eileen Gilligan**, SUNY-Oswego

*   Top Student Paper
**  Top Faculty Paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000</td>
<td>Place TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Small Programs and Religion and Media Interest Groups**

Teaching Panel Session
   **Getting Religion, Getting Ethics: Analyzing Film as a Pedagogy Tool about Doing Good with a Faith Perspective**

Moderating/Presiding
   **Tamara Welter**, Biola

Panelists
   **Rick Clifton Moore**, Boise State
   **Michael Longinow**, Biola
   **Sonya DiPalma**, North Carolina Asheville
   **Paola Banchero**, Alaska-Anchorace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:15 to 6:45 p.m. / 000</td>
<td>Place TBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Northwestern University**

Panel Session
   **Title**

Moderating/Presiding
   name, affiliation

Panelists
   name, affiliation
Friday, August 11, 2017

6:30 to 8:30 p.m. / 000 Labriola
Pennsylvania State College of Communications
Off-site Social
  Alumni Reception
Hosting
  Marie Hardin, Pennsylvania State
Social to be held at Labriola Restaurant.

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA
Advertising Division
Business Session
  Members’ Meeting
Moderating/Presiding
  George Anghelcev, Northwestern University in Qatar

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA
Communicating Science, Health Environment and Risk Division
Business Session
  Members’ Meeting
Moderating/Presiding
  Anthony Dudo, Texas at Austin

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA
Communication Theory and Methodology Division
Business Session
  Members’ Meeting
Moderating/Presiding
  Jörg Matthes, University of Vienna

7 to 9 p.m. / 000 Place TBA
Friday, August 11, 2017

Electronic News Division

Off-site Tour
   **Evening River Cruise**

Hosting
   **Kate Keib**, Oglethorpe

Join us for an evening cruise along the Chicago River. The 75-minute guided tour includes more than 40 landmarks, seen from the river at sunset. Participants must purchase tickets in advance via [https://aejmc2.wufoo.com/forms/electronic-news-division-sunset-cruise/](https://aejmc2.wufoo.com/forms/electronic-news-division-sunset-cruise/). Tickets will be presented when participants meet the rest of the group in the lobby of the conference hotel at 7 pm, or at the Michigan Avenue dock at 7:15 p.m. Contact Kate Keib at [kkeib@oglethorpe.edu](mailto:kkeib@oglethorpe.edu) for additional information.

---

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

History Division

Business Session
   **Members’ Meeting**

Moderating/Presiding
   **Michael S. Sweeney**, Ohio

7 to 10:30 p.m. / 000 Eddie V’s Prime Seafood

International Communication Division

Off-site Social
   **Eddie V’s Prime Seafood**

The ICD’s off-site dinner will be at Eddie V’s Prime Seafood: [http://www.eddiev.com/home](http://www.eddiev.com/home).

---

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA

Law and Policy Division

Business Session
   **Members’ Meeting**

Moderating/Presiding
   **Courtney Barclay**, Jacksonville

---

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000 Place TBA
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Magazine Media Division

Business Session
   Members’ Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
   Miglena Sternadori, Texas Tech

7 to 9 p.m. / 000
   Howells & Hood

Public Relations Division

Off-site Social
   Divisional Social

Hosting
   Amanda Kennedy, St. Mary’s

RSVP is required for this event. Limited space. Email Amanda Kennedy for details: Akenneky4@stmarytx.edu.

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000
   Place TBA

Scholastic Journalism Division

Business Session
   Members’ Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
   Jeffrey Browne, Quill and Scroll

Honors Lecture
   Linda Jones, Roosevelt

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000
   Place TBA

AEJMC Council of Affiliates

Business Session
   Members’ Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
   Nancy L. Green, Southern Newspaper Publishers Association

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000
   Place TBA
Commission on the Status of Minorities

Business Session
   Members’ Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
   Kyle Huckins, CSMN chair

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000       Place TBA

Community Journalism Interest Group

Business Session
   Members’ Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
   Marcus Funk, Sam Houston State

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000       Place TBA

Graduate Student Interest Group

Business Session
   Members’ Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
   Burton Speakman, Ohio

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000       Place TBA

Small Programs Interest Group

Business Session
   Members’ Meeting

Moderating/Presiding
   Doug Mendenhall, Abilene Christian

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000       Place TBA

Louisiana State University, Ohio University and Virginia Commonwealth University

Social

Hosting
Friday, August 11, 2017

Jerry Ceppos, Louisiana State; Bob Stewart, Ohio and Hong Cheng, Virginia Commonwealth

7 to 8:30 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications, Syracuse University

Social

Hosting

Lorraine Branham, dean, Syracuse

8:45 to 10:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Advertising Division

Off-site Social

Hosting

George Anghelcev, Northwestern University in Qatar

Immediately following Members’ Meeting. Location and directions will be provided at the meeting.

8:45 to 10:15 p.m. / 000  Rush Bar & Lounge, Marriott Lobby

Communicating Science, Health, Environment and Risk Division

Off-site Division Social

Hosting

Anthony Dudo, Texas at Austin

Division social will take place in the hotel lobby Sports Bar, Rush.

8:45 to 10:15 p.m. / 000  Jake Melnick’s

Law and Policy Division

Off-site Social

Hosting

Courtney Barclay, Jacksonville

The Law and Policy Division off-site social will begin immediately following the Division business meeting at Jake Melnick’s, 41 E. Superior.
Friday, August 11, 2017

8:45 to 10:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Magazine Media Division

Off-site Social

Title

Hosting

Miglena Sternadori, Texas Tech

Directions to event.

8:45 to 10:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Minorities and Communication Division and Commission on the Status of Minorities

Off-Site Social

Hosting

Mia Moody-Ramirez, Baylor and Kyle Huckins, CSMN chair

Meet in hotel lobby at 9 p.m.; will go to Billy Goat Tavern, 430 N. Michigan Ave. (go down the stairs on North Michigan, then it's on your right)

8:45 to 10:15 p.m. / 000  Place TBA

Community College Journalism Association

Off-site Social

Title

Hosting

Toni Albertson, Mt. San Antonio College

Directions to event.

8:45 to 10:15 p.m. / 000  SideDoor

Community Journalism Interest Group

Off-site Social

Hosting

Marcus Funk, Sam Houston State
Friday, August 11, 2017

Social will be held at the SideDoor, 100 E. Ontario Street. Attendees will walk over together following the group’s members’ meeting.

8:45 to 10:15 p.m. / 000
D4 Irish Pub & Tavern

Graduate Student Interest Group and History Division

Off-site Social
D4 Irish Pub & Tavern

Hosting
Burton Speakman and Michael S. Sweeney, Ohio

Free hors d’oeuvres. Come hang out with others interested in these two sponsoring groups. D4 Irish Pub & Tavern located at 345 East Ohio Street, two-and-a-half blocks east of the Marriott.